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8216 x 4215 = 34630440, here's how you proceed. 4 + 2 + 1 + 5 = 12, casting the nines leaves 3 as a checked number. 8 + 2 + 1 + 6 = 17, casting the nines leaves 8 as a checked number. 3 + 4 + 6 + 3 + 0 + 4 + 4 + 0 = 24, casting the nines leaves 6 as a markup number. 3 x 8 = 24, 2 + 4 = 6 which was the test number of the original
product. So multiplication is true. An interesting report here (via Reidar Mosvold) on American students' misunderstanding of an equal sign and how that understanding might feed into a host of elementary school mathematical subjects all the way to calculation. According to researchers Robert M. Capraro and Mary Capraro at Texas
A&amp;A M, about 70 percent of middle-class students in the United States exhibit misconceptions, but hardly any of the international students in Korea and China have a misunderstanding about the equal sign, and Turkish students have demonstrated far less prevalence of misconception than U.S. students. Robert Caprero, in the video
in the link above, raises an interesting point about the sign = which serves as an operator. He refers to passing calculating, and I wonder if calculating are partly to blame here. After all, if you want to calculate 3+5 in a typical modern calculating, what do you do? You hit 3, then you go, then 5... , and then click the =button. The key =
performs an action — it activates! In fact, I suspect that if you gave the students the keystroke sequence in the calculators and asked them which one was performing the mathematical operation, most would say = and not the real operator, +. The technology they use, manual calculator, trains them to think exactly the wrong way about
=. What you will protect as a key = calculating is better marked as Ener or Execute. In fact, HP old-school calculaters, like this HP 33c, had no buttons = at all: this is because these calculates used reverse Polish reliability, where the 3+ 5 calculation was entered 3, and then 5, +, and then Enter — and then you'll get an answer. What HP
calculats label as Enter, in a typical modern calculaton will be marked =, and in this syntax lies a lot of the problem, it seems. The biggest problem I encounter when using the = sign is that students use it to mark a transition between steps in a problem. For example, when you resolve the equation for x, you might see: the thought process
can be teased from this atroy syntax, but it's clearly not acceptable math — even though the last look at that line (x=4) is a correct statement. If the student were to simply put spaces, tabs, or even semicolons between the steps, that would be a big improvement. But so many students are trained to believe that the right answer— 4 — That's
all that matters, they have little experience in formulating a good solution, or even realizing that a mathematical solution is supposed to be a form of communication at all. What are some of the wrong perceptions of the students you saw (or made!) with the sign =? If you're a teacher, how did you approach correcting these misconsceptions?
Filed under Calculator, Education, Educational Technology, Mathematics, Problem Solving, Teaching, Tagged Technology as Calculator, China, Equal Sign, International Student, Korea, Mathematics, Math Education, Texas, Texas A&amp;A M University, United States One of the real treats of ICTCM was saturday's 8:00 AM session titled
Three Decades of Handheld Instruments: How Mathematics and Theory Changed Along With Them given by John Kenelly. Prof. Kenley has a long history of involvement in the development of calculator technology, and he gave a fascinating speech full of good thoughts about the direction of handheld technologies today, war stories from
the past and good jokes. (Example of the latest: making a spreadsheet work on a calculator is like making a dog walk on its hind legs - you can do it, but it's not pretty!) I'll try to say more about Prof. Kenley's ideas about the future of hand-in technologies in a post later, but for now I wanted to share one of the really cool parts of his
conversation - the calculating themselves, some of which are now ancient. He had a bag full of these old-school appliances (some less than 10 years old but still old school) that he let us touch generously. Here's hp hewlett-packard 35, the world's first scientific calculator from 1972. Check out the red LED display, and unlike NSpire, the
complete depletion of keys on the keyboard: here's a rare example of casio fx7000, from 1985 — the world's first handheld graph calculator. I was alarmed to learn that sitting just beyond me in this speech was Hideshi Poké, the leading engineer on the Casio fx7000 development team and the man rightly regarded as the inventor of the
graph calculator. Moving forward to the timeline, here's Casio Cassiopeia. More of a PDA than a calculator, and it runs Windows CE. Does anyone remember good old Vince and why that abbreviation was particularly appropriate? I guess I just love old-fashioned calculating. On the side: I'd love to do a spreadsheet where one column
includes the year that a calculator is made and another column includes the number of buttons in the calculator, and run regression analysis on it. Nines casting is each of three arithmetic procedures:[1] Adding the decimal digits of a positive inte record, optionally ignoring all 9s or digits that add up to a multiple of 9. The result of this
procedure is a smaller number than the original The original has more than one digit, leaving the same remainder as the original after division by Nine, and may be achieved from the original by subtracting a multiple of 9 from it. The procedure name derives from this property. Re-implements this procedure for results obtained from previous
applications until a single-digit number is received. This single-digit number is called the digital base of the source. If a number is divided by 9, its digital base is 9. Otherwise, its digital root is the remainder it leaves after being divided by 9. A sanity check in which the hennell procedures are used to check for errors in arithmetic calculations.
The test is performed by applying the same sequence of arithmetic actions to the digital roots of the operands as applied to the operands themselves. If no miscalculations have been made, the digital roots of both results should be the same. If they are different, therefore, one or more mistakes must have been made in the calculations.
Digits from ledger totals: Digit sum to cast ninths from a single number, you can simply add its decimal digits together to obtain its so-called digit sum. The digit sum of 2946, for example, is 2 + 9 + 4 + 6 = 21. Since 21 = 2946 - 325 × 9, the effect of taking the literary amount of 2946 is cast in 325 lot 9 of it. If the number 9 is ignored when
you sum the digits, the effect is cast another 9 to give the result 12. More broadly, when you cast nines by suming digits, you can ignore any set of convention digits up to 9, or a multiple of 9. At 3264, for example, the digits 3 and 6 sum up to 9. Ignoring these two digits, therefore, and the sum of the other two, we get 2 + 4 = 6. Since 6 =
3264 - 362 × 9, this calculation resulted in casting 362 lots of 9 from 3264. For an arbitrary number, 10 n d n + 10 n - 1 d n - 1 + ⋯ + d 0 {\displays 10^{n}d_{n}+10^{n-1}d_{n-1}+\cdots +d_{0}}, usually represented by the decimal sequence, d n d n - 1 ... d_ + d_ d_{0} d_ d_ ⋯
d_{0}00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
The original and its digit sum is 10 n d n + 10 n - 1 d n - 1 + ⋯ + d 0 - ( d n + d n - 1 + ⋯ + d 0) = ( 10 n - 1 ) d + ( 10 n - 1 - 1 ) 1 + ⋯ 1. In d_ 2015, after being awarded the title of d_ d_ d_{0} world champion, he d_ awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. d_{0} 9d_{1} d_
d_0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Because form
numbers 10 i - 1 {\displaystyle 10^{i}-1} are always divided by 9 (since 10 i - 1 = 9 × (10 i - 1 + 10 i - 2 + ⋯ 10^\i-2}+cdots +1\right)}), replacing the original number by 10 הצוחה קוהיל  לש  העפשה  שי  תורפסה  םוכסל   n - 19 d n + 10 n - 1 - 19 d n - 1 + ⋯ + d 1 {\displaystyle{\10^{n}-1 {9} d_ d_{1} d_ {9}
לע 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 בושו  בוש  לחומ  תמדוקה  הקספב  ראותמה  ךילהה  םא  ילטיגיד  שרוש  ישאר : רמאמ  םיילטיגיד  םישרוש 
לכ 9 ונממש  יתרפס  דח  רפסמ  היהת  תיפוסה  האצותה  םדוק , םושיי  לכ  לש  האצותה  s, תורפס םוכס  ללוכ  המגודל , רפסמה 12565 , .םיפסונ  תורפס  ימוכס  תחיקל  ידי  - לע וכלשוי  אל  ןכלו  ומצע , ולש  תורפסה  םוכסש  לש 9 , ילטיגיד  סיסב  ללוכ  ירוקמה  רפסמה  רשאכ  שחרתמ  גירחה  .רוקמה  לש  ילטיגידה  סיסבה  ארקנ  רצונש  יתרפס  - ודה רפסמה  .שרוג  דחא , ירשפא  טעמל 
1 תורפס 1+0 =  םוכס  שי  ורותב  רשא , , 10 תורפס 1+9 =  םוכס  שי  ורותב , רשא , , 19  = 1+2+5+6+5 Single digit number. The digital root of 12565 is therefore 1, its calculation has the effect of casting (12565 - 1)/9 = 1396 lot 9 from 12565. Check calculations by casting ninths to test the result of arithmetic calculation by casting ninths, each number in
the calculation is applied by its digital root, and the same calculations applied to those digital roots. The digital basis of the result of this calculation is then compared to that of the result of the original calculation. If no miscalculation has been made, these two digital roots must be the same. Here are examples of casting-out-nines to test the
add-in, subtraction, multiplication, and division below. More examples in each add-in, cross-check all 9s and pairs of digits with 9, and then add what's left together. These new values are called surpluses. Add digit residue for each add-in to the end of one digit. Now process both the amount and the excesses to get a final surplus. 32 6 4
style {3}{3}2 {6}, 2 {6} and ⇒4 add up to 6. 8 4 15 style views {8}{4} ⇒ {5} {1} no digits left. 29 4 6 in style displays 2{9} 4, ⇒ {3} and 6. 1 and 2 make 3. 32 0 6] Underline {3} 2 and ⇒ {6}0 are 2. ⇓17 8 31 In the style of {1}7, 1000
{8}00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 1 and 1 add up to 2. ⇓ View Style 2 Style Views {2}⇔ Final excess from the plug-ins. Subtraction 5 6 4 3 style {5} ⇒ {3} {4} {6} delete all 9s and digits that include 9 both minuend and subtrahend (Tit). 28 9 1_ 19 19 00:00:0 {9}0, {8}000 --&amp;{1} ⇒ 27 5 2
style views {2}7, now ⇓ {2} {5} follow the same procedure with the difference, reaching one number. ⇓
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{7}⇔ In the style of the views of left 7, the difference between the minand and the excess of the trands should equal excess difference. Multiplication 5 4 8 style {5}{4}bcancel {4} 8\ ⇒ × 62 900 Underline, 6 2, 2, {9}⇒ 34 4 6 9 2 display style {3} 4 ⇓ {9}
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000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 ⇓ 9 and receiving one number. 1 * {1}} ⇔ display style \leftrightarrow } 1 {\Displays in style 1} * The excess from the product should be worth the final surplus from the factors. *8 times 8 is 64; Six and four are 10; One and 0 is 1. Division 27 54 62-
style {27} ÷ {54} don't know what to do. 84 will include all 9 digits and digits that include 9 in the array, dish, and rest. ⇓-style ⇓ will add up to all digits that are not ⇓ from any value to ⇓an single digit will be achieved for each value. 8 8⇔-style display style (4) × in other words, you perform the same procedure as multiplication, just
backwards. 8x4=32 which is 5, 5+3 = 8. And 8=8. How it works The method works because the original numbers Decimal (Base 10), the moduleus is chosen to be different by 1, and the casting is equivalent to taking a digit amount. In general all two 'large', x, and y in whole numbers expressed in each smaller modalus like x' and y' (for
example, modulo 7) will always have the same amount, difference, or product as their originals. This property is also saved for Sum of Digits where the base and modules differ by 1. If a calculation were correct before casting, casting on both sides would keep it correct. However, it is possible that two previously unequal in whole numbers
will have the same modulo 9 (on average, ninth of the time). The operation does not work on fractions, because a given number of fractions do not have a unique representation. A variation on the nice trick explanation for very young children learning to add nine is to add ten to the book and count down one. Since we add 1 to a digit of ten
and reduce a digit from the unit's digit, the sum of the digits should remain the same. For example, 9 + 2 = 11 with 1 + 1 = 2. When adding 9 to itself, we would expect the sum of digits to be 9 as follows: 9 + 9 = 18, (1 + 8 = 9) and 9 + 9 + 9 = 27, (2 + 7 = 9). Let's look at a simple multiplication: 5×7 = 35, (3 + 5 = 8). Now consider (7 + 9)×5 =
16×5 = 80, (8 + 0 = 8) or 7×(9 + 5) = 7×14 = 98, (9 + 8 = 17, (1 + 7 = 8×). where 'a' is a single digit from 0 to 8, and 'n' is a no-negative int insin. thus, using the distribution rule, (9×n + a)×(9×m + b)= 9×9×n×m + 9(am + bn) + ab because the first two factors are multiplied by 9.9×m + 9(am + bn) + ab. Their amounts would eventually be 9 or
0, which would leave us with ab. In our example, A was 7 and B was 5. We'd expect that in a base system, the number before that base would behave just like the nine. Limit to casting ninths while very useful, casting ninths does not catch any errors made when performing calculations. For example, the casting-out-nines method will not
identify the calculation error of 5 × 7 which produced each of the incorrect results 8, 17, 26, etc. (i.e., each end result 8 modulo 9). In other words, the method only perceives correct results whose digital root is one of the 8 different digits of the correct result. History A form of casting ninth known to ancient Greek mathematicians was
described by Roman Bishop Hippolytus (170-235) in rebutt to all fruits, and briefly by the Syrian neo-platonic philosopher Imblichus (245-235 AD) in his commentary on nicomas's introduction to mathematics from a version. [2] The descriptions of Hippolytus and Imblychos, though, were limited to an explanation of how repeated digital sums
of Greek literature were used to calculate a unique root[3] between 1 and 9. None of them showed any awareness of how the procedure Will be used to check the results of arithmetic calculations. The earliest known surviving work describing how nines casting can be used to test the results of arithmetic calculations is Mahâsiddhânta,
written around 950 by indian mathematician and astronomers, Aryabhata II (approx. 920-1000). [4] His writing on 1020, the Persian polymet, Ibn Cena (c. .980-1037), also gave full details of what he called the Hindu method of testing arithmetic calculations by completing nines. [5] In synergetics, R. Buckminster Fuller claims to have used
casting-out-nines before World War I. Fuller explains how diarrhea of ninths and making other claims about the resulting torences, but he does not specify that casting ninths can result in a false positive. The method is very similar to standard methods of signal processing and computational error detection and error correction, usually using
a similar modular account in simpler check checks and check digits. Inclusion This method can be an inclusion to determine the remainder of the division by certain prime numbers. Since 3·3 = 9, n mod 3 = (n mod 9 ) mod 3. I don't know if I can do {3} {3} {9} job. So we can use the rest of the nines casting to get the rest of the division at
three. Casting ninety-nine is done by adding two-digit groups instead of one digit. Since 11·9 = 99, n mod 1 1 = (n mod 9 9 ) mod 11. The {1} 1
{9}500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 {1}0000000000 so that we can use the rest of the ninety-nine casting to get the remainder of the division at 11:00. It's called casting the 11th. Casting 9999s is done by adding three-digit groups. Since 37·27 = 999, n mod 3 7 = (n mod 9 99 ) mod 3 7. Seven {3} {9} style. {3}99
so we can use the rest of casting 9999 to get the rest of the division on the 37th. In 2010, he resigned as CEO in 2010 after stepping down as CEO. The Greek term used by Hippolytus was pitman. In 1962, in 1962, it took place in 1962, in 1962, In 1962, 1962, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1982, 1962, In 1962,
1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, 1962, Sing, Abadsch Narayan (1962) [1935], History of Hindu Mathematics: A Book of Origin, Bombay: Asia Publishing HouseCS1 maint: ref=harv (link) Fuller, R. Bambinster (April 1982), Synergistics: Studies in Geometry of Thinking (New), New York , New York: Macmillan
Publishing Company, ISBN 0-02-065320-4CS1 maint: ref=harv (link) Heath, Sir Thomas (1921), History of Greek Mathematics, Me: Matthales Leucid, Oxford University PressCS1 maint: ref=harv (link) Hippolytus of Rome (1919) [c. 230], the rebut-up of all miners, translated by McMahon, Rev. J.H., Roberts &amp; Donaldson (1919, pp. 9-
153)CS1 maint: I don't know. Crunch, Stephen C. (2010), Episodic History of Mathematics – Mathematical Culture through Problem Solving, Mathematical Society of America, ISBN 978-0-88385-766-3, LCCN 2010921168CS1 maint: ref=harv (link) Roberts, Reverend Alexander, D.D.; Donaldson, James, LL.D., eds. (1919), Fathers Ante-
Nissan. Translations of the fathers' writings up to 325 to 325 to 325 to, volume 6, American re-printing of the Edition of Edinburgh, New York, New York: Sons of Charles Scribbner External Ties between Weissstein, Eric W. Casting and The Ninth. The world of mathematics. Numerology by R. Becumenster Fuller From Supernatural
Numbers by Paul Nickett Graeme, James. Casting Ninth (video). Youtube. Brady Hearn. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2015, after
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